
Privacy Week Quiz 2021

1. True. Under the Privacy Act 2020 it is mandatory for organisations to notify the Privacy 
Commissioner if a privacy breach has caused serious harm (or is likely to do so). Businesses 
and organisations that fail to report a notifiable privacy breach can receive a fine of up to 
$10,000.

2. No. Businesses do not have to verify a customer’s identity when keeping a contact tracing 
register. Showing proof of identity in the form of a driver’s licence or passport is therefore 
not a requirement for entering contact information in a guest or customer register. 

3. Yes. If a business is required to keep a customer record for contact tracing, it can refuse 
access to customers who are not willing to provide their contact details. 

4. False. The Act requires all organisation and businesses to have at least one person who is 
familiar with the agency’s privacy obligations and fulfils the role of a privacy officer

5. NZ Police. But also consider advising CERT NZ.

6. e) none of the above

7. b) $10,000

8. True. It is an offence under the Privacy Act 2020 for an agency to destroy information 
knowing that it is the subject of an access request.

9. b) Destroy the evidence

10. Apple’s new App Tracking Transparency (ATT) feature allows users to choose whether 
an app can track their use.

11. c) Eating someone else’s yoghurt from the office fridge. (Although we don’t encourage 
this either.)

12. Yes. If you are an organisation, business, or other agency, you must comply with the Privacy 
Act 2020 and provide an individual with access to their personal information within a 
reasonable time. You can only withhold someone’s personal information from them if you 
can rely on one of the withholding grounds set out in sections 49-53 of the Privacy Act or if 
there is another law which overrides the Privacy Act.

13. Belgium

14. Yes, but only if the receiving organisation overseas is subject to privacy laws that provide 
comparable safeguards to Privacy Act 2020

15. c) For no longer than it needs the information for the purpose it was collected for

ANSWERS


